Abstract

Children under 5 years are usually said in a golden age where they grow and learn very rapidly. Somehow in this age they also prone to illness and lack of nutrition which will inhibit their growth. Therefore, it is important to monitor toddler growth in their golden period to keep them healthy so that they can grow well physically and mentally. In Indonesia, toddler growth are recorded on a card called KMS which used anthropometric index to assess child nutritional status. In this research, we will built a client server KMS application. Client server architecture is used to prevent from data loss and to provide real time data. Parents can monitor children growth record through mobile application called m-KMS that has been built using PhoneGap framework. Posyandu will use web application since they have to insert many toddlers’ data every month so a wider interface will be more suitable. KMS web was developed using PHP framework. Z-score is implemented to assess toddler nutritional status. Black box testing was carried out on all functionality and showed that all features work correctly.
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1. Introduction

Every parent wants their children to be grow healthily. A child’s health can be seen one through their growth according to their age. Weight and height can be used to monitor children growth [1]. Anthropometric index can be used to determine the nutritional condition of a child.

Posyandu is Indonesian government program to give health service especially for expected mothers, babies and elders [2]. There are several activities in Posyandu such as immunization, weighing or health services for mothers and infants. The weighing and immunization results in Posyandu usually are
recorded in a card called KMS. By using this card, parents can monitor their child growth and know whether the growth are fit with child’s age or not. Somehow, it is not very effective to bring the printed KMS card everywhere just to know children growth status.

Previously we have built m-KMS application to record baby’s growth [3]. M-KMS was built as mobile application so parents can use it easily anywhere and anytime since parent are usually bring their mobile phone. However this application have several weaknesses namely it cannot save more than one child record and the record can be lost if m-KMS are uninstalled.

In this study, we will fix and improve the application by develop a client server KMS application. Further section 2 will give an explanation for some related works. The discussion about proposed system will be given in section 3. While section 4 will give the conclusion.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Kartu Menuju Sehat (KMS)

Kartu Menuju Sehat (KMS) is a card that contains the child's normal growth curve based on anthropometric indices weight based on age. By using KMS, growth disorders or risk of excess nutrients can be known in advance, so that preventive measures can be carried out more quickly and precisely before the problem is more severe.

KMS in Indonesia has been used since the 1970s as the main means of growth monitoring activities [4]. Monitoring growth is a series of activities consisting of several steps as follows.

1) Assessment of the child's growth on a regular basis through each month weighing, charging KMS, determine the status of growth based on the results of weighing; and
2) Follow up on every case of growth disorders. Follow-up results of growth monitoring is usually in the form of supplementary feeding counseling, nutrition and supplementation referral

KMS card record three main toddler health data.

a. Immunization record where there are six mandatory immunization that needed to noted
b. Vitamin A supplementary that are given twice a year
c. Weighing that are done every month. A chart are prepared to assess nutrient status based on toddler’s weight.

2.2. Anthropometric Index

To assess the nutritional status of children based on weight per age (W / A), the weight figures of every toddler converted into the form of standardized values (Z-score) using WHO standard anthropometry 2005 [6]. Equation (1) shows how to calculate Z-score.

\[
Z\text{-score} = \frac{\text{NIS-NMBR}}{\text{NSBR}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where:
NIS: the value of individual subjects that toddler’s weight,
NMBR: the median value of the reference standard
NSBR: the value of the reference standard deviations

After a Z-score obtained the nutritional status BB / U can be categorized as follows.

- Malnutrition, if Z-score < -3.0.
- Nutrition Lack category, - 3.0 <= Z-score < -2.0.
- Good nutrition, if - 2.0 <= Z-score <= 2.0.
- Excess Nutrition category, if the Z-score > 2.0.
2.3. Related Works

Children and toddler need more attention from parent and their environment to grow well physically and emotionally. Some application has been built to stimulate their learning skills. Rankothge et.al built an application to improve toddler writing and speaking skills [5]. The application trained children using standard and cutting edge methodologies.

Other researches focus on giving nutrient recommendation for children. Anggraini et.al built a mobile application and uses forward and backward chaining method to recommend foods for under 2 year infant [6]. While Kale and Auti used ID3 for children menu planning [7]. A Posyandu application have been built by Indonesia researchers [8]. This application implemented Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) using cloud computing architecture.

Some studies carried out previously concentrate on maintaining health record such as building a cloud based personal health record [9]. This system support interoperability between different health record systems since they used standard health coding.

KMS application have been developed in web [10] and mobile versions [11]. However, those applications only assess nutrition status based on weigh and age but cannot record the growth data. Our previous research fix those weakness by building m-KMS that have the same function with real KMS card by record one children data locally [3]. In this research we will improve the application by integrating those mobile KMS with our KMS server so that data loss can be prevented. We also add web application that can be used by Posyandu Cadres to insert toddler data and create reports.

3. KMS-CS : The Proposed System

3.1. KMS-CS Architecture

In our previous research, a mobile KMS have been built [3]. Somehow it can only record one child per mobile phone. In addition, data loss would possibly occur because the data is saved locally.

This study will improve m-KMS by giving option to add more children. Client server architecture are used to prevent data loss. We built two application for user: web application and mobile applications. The architecture of KMS-CS are shown in Fig 1.

KMS-CS uses Apache as the web server and MySQL as database server. Parents can access KMS through mobile application. Mobile version of KMS was built using PhoneGap framework. Parents just need to connect to the server through internet and they will be able to access their children data.

PHP framework was used to develop web-KMS. We used web application for Posyandu because they will insert many toddlers’ data every month and it will be easier if they use computer rather than mobile phone.

3.2. Implementation

As the substitute of KMS card, m-KMS has the same function to the real card. However it has additional feature compared to the printed KMS card that is complaint feature. In addition, m-KMS can store more than one children data that previously cannot be done in printed KMS. The functional requirements of m-KMS are shown in Fig 2. There are five features for parents in m-KMS.

1. Vitamin A supplementation
   This feature is used to record vitamin A supplementation. Fig 3 (a) show the interface of vitamin A supplementation history.

2. Immunization
   Immunization feature will record immunization history. There are six mandatory immunization for infants in Indonesia.
3. Growth data
   Toddler growth are recorded here. Their weighing histories are shown in a growth chart. Z-score are used to assess child nutrient status. There are four nutritional status: good, malnutrition, lack, and excess. The interface of growth data feature is presented in Fig 3 (b).

4. Children data
   This menu are the improvement of our previous m-KMS application. Parents can store more than one toddler data in this m-KMS. Parent can choose which child data needed to be seen. The interface of choosing children data is shown in Fig 3 (c).

5. Complaints
   This feature is an additional menu that can be used to post a comment or complaint to Posyandu. This can be functioned as communication media between parent and Posyandu.

---

Fig 1. KMS-CS Architecture

---

Fig 2. Use case of KMS-CS
Fig 3. m-KMS interface: (a) Vitamin supplementation, (b) Toddler growth chart (c) Choose or add toddler

Fig 4. Web KMS interface for toddlers data
Web KMS is built to manage toddler data in a Posyandu. The features are similar to m-KMS but with a wider interface making it more suitable to manage a lot of data. Fig 4 shows toddlers data feature in web KMS that can show children data in a Posyandu.

Currently, we are in progress to test the application especially for the usability aspects, since it is very important to the user (mothers and Posyandu cadres). However, we have finished to test the correctness of the application and the overall results are succeed. We plan to test the usability aspect in early Oktober 2015 following the schedule of Posyandu meeting. We choose Posyandu Matahari in Keputih Surabaya as a place to establish the test.

4. Conclusion

In this research, we built a KMS application as the improvement of the previous m-KMS that record data locally and can only save one children in the application. KMS-CS applied client server architecture to prevent from data loss and provide real time data. Apache is utilized as the web server and MySQL as the database server. KMS web version was built using PHP framework, while mobile version was implemented using PhoneGap framework.

Blackbox testing has been done to all application functionality and it shows that the system can work correctly as expected. The limitation of this research is m-KMS only been deployed into Android OS and has not been tested on other mobile operating system. Later it is important to deploy and test it on other mobile operating systems.
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